
Welcome!

Please take a seat.



Morning routines
 Arrival (8.50 a.m.) and Registration time (Approx 

9.10 a.m.)

 Snack time: fruit, milk and water bottles. Water 
only please.(Once children are 5 you are required 
to pay for milk, please log onto Cool Milk or ask at 
the office) 

 School meals are free for EYFS & KS1 children, 
healthy lunchboxes please for packed lunches

 Book bags (danglies help us identify children’s 
book bags so we like them!)

 Coats and Wellies: please make sure children have 
a coat if cold or wet and can all children have a 
pair of wellies they keep in school.



Systems
 Assessments/ 2Simple we keep continuous 

assessments through the year. We will email 
you reports throughout the year. We will also 
be able to email you photos throughout the 
term.

 Parent input: Speech bubbles will be available 
for you to let us know your child’s great 
moments and there will be possibilities for you 
to send photos to us.

 Sharing pictures: Please don’t share any photos 
of other children on social media



Ongoing
 Monitors/Busy Bees will change weekly

 Show and Tell: every Friday for FS and year 1s

 Star of the Week Assembly will start after 
Christmas for Foundation children.

 Curriculum maps: termly curriculum maps are on 
the website for you to see what we are covering. 

 Friday newsletter: a weekly newsletter that gives 
you information about the school and dates of 
events. You will receive it through parent mail.





What are Synthetic Phonics?

• The term ‘synthetic’ refers to the fact that 
children are taught to ‘synthesise’ (i.e. put 
together or build up) unfamiliar written words 
by reading letters as sounds and blending the 
sounds together.

• Synthetic phonics teaches the phonemes
(sounds) associated with the graphemes
(letters). The sounds are taught in isolation and 
then blended together.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phoneme
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grapheme


What are Synthetic Phonics?

Learning the phonemes (to read & write)

Learning the graphemes for the phonemes (names of 
the letters)

Blending sounds for reading

Segmenting words for writing

Reading and spelling high frequency/tricky words



How do you say ………..?

s?   m?   t?   w? 

Make sure they are pure or they are difficult 

to blend

Mat:   mu – a - tu  =muatu not mat

Stop:  su – tu – o – pu =  

Must be m - a – t so can run together.



Phonics Lessons in Oak

 Are practical and interactive

 Pace is quick and children are learning that 
phonics time is focused work time

 Provide opportunities to say sound out loud real 
and alien (not real) words frequently

 Provide opportunities for writing real and alien 
words

 Bring in phonological awareness at all 
opportunities throughout the day in play activities 
and more focused work



Phonics in Oak
 Children’s phonic knowledge is assessed on 

entry into Reception and at regular 
intervals throughout the year.

 Up to 5 sounds taught per week – building 
up to 30 minute sessions every day

 Constant reinforcement of phonic skills 
throughout the day



Is a multi – sensory approach that we use to 

support the phonics teaching:

 See the letter shape(s) – grapheme

 Hear the sound (phoneme)  - “ay” 

 Learn an action to accompany  each 
 phoneme

http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://toolstolife.com/files/shareimages/coachsteele-share-1162535161.jpg&imgrefurl=http://toolstolife.com/share/tags/Devlyn Steele/&usg=__JGTU5Z4i6_WwGyfP_FZBdNtswvo=&h=720&w=617&sz=92&hl=en&start=48&itbs=1&tbnid=6sTkGvzBBHz3YM:&tbnh=140&tbnw=120&prev=/images?q=hear&imgsz=m&imgtbs=tz&imgtype=clipart&gbv=2&ndsp=20&hl=en&sa=N&tbo=1&start=40


PHONICS SCREENING 
CHECK

 A phonic decoding assessment carried out 
in Year 1 at the end of the Summer term

 40 words and non-words up to phase 5 
that each child attempts to read 
independently

 Children need to correctly read 
approximately 32 words out of 40 to pass

 Children who do not pass will take the 
check again at the end of Year 2





Reading in Oak
 Books of different genres –

fiction, non-fiction, and poetry

 We use colour coded reading books which 
are graded, these run through EYFS, KS1 
and sometimes into KS2

 Group reading/individual reading in class

 Discussion about books/retelling 
encouraging children to predict, use 
picture and context clues and retell the 
story



Reading at Home

Key Words (weekly)

Reading Books & books to share

Children’s Reading Record



KEY WORDS
 Words that can be “sounded out” but are 

frequent.
is went     and    it

 Tricky words (Read on sight)
wanted    said    the

 Learn to read on sight not sounding out
 Learn in a random order!
 Checked by staff usually Thursdays



BOOKS
 We choose the reading books 

which are changed twice a week.

 Children choose books to share

 Group reading: corresponding 
sets to read as a group

 Book discussion



Children’s Reading 
Record

 For parents and school staff
 Date/sign every time you read together
 Make comments! (But if short of time 

please tick or acknowledge they have been 
read or we won’t change them!)

Please send
Your child’s reading book and 

reading record to school EVERY DAY and 
their words in every Thursday



Reading Together
 Find somewhere quiet!
 Read the title and talk about the front cover
 Look at the pictures to get a sense of the story
 Enc to sound out phonetic words, read keywords
 Ask questions throughout – “what might happen next?”
 Discuss own experiences that relate to the story
 Use the correct terms - author, blurb, 

speech marks, exclamation marks etc. 
 Discuss the story together – what did

you like about the book? favourite part? 
 Re-tell the story in own words (maybe tell someone 

else in house?)



If your child gets stuck on a word…
 Give them some thinking time!
 Sound out the word if it is decodable, if not tell 

the child the word but maybe point to it at the 
end of the page and ask if they remember it.

 Look at the picture for a clue (it’s not cheating!)
 Ask child to read sentence again – missing out 

difficult word. What could fit in the gap? Does 
that make sense?

 If your child has to stop to sound a word out  
(you) reread what they have already read to 
help keep the sense of the sentence





Handwriting

 Pencil grip:
 Learn to write the letters during our 

phonics sessions.
 Letter formation patter (sent home)
 Lower case but capital for beginning 

of name
 Lined paper: initially we use plain 

paper as letters tend to be large. 
We move onto lines during the year,



Segmenting sounds for writing

 Listening for the initial, medial and final sounds in 
a word by “stretching it out”  (segmenting). 
Eg:“got”  (3 phonemes) =  g – o - t 

 Knowing the correct graphemes (letters) to 
represent the sounds heard

 Children tend to identify and write initial, then 
initial and final sounds (middle vowels are often 
more difficult to hear)

 Don’t worry too much about finger spaces at first
 Encourage children to have a go and accept what 

they write. If they ask you how to spell a tricky 
word write it down for them to see rather than say 
it out as they need to have a visual picture.



Writing Expectations for 
the end of Foundation

 Uses phonic knowledge to write words in ways 

which match their spoken sounds. 

 Writes some irregular common words (tricky 

words). 

 Writes simple sentences which can be read by 
themselves and others. 

 Some words are spelt correctly and others are 
phonetically plausible.



Example of end of Reception Expectations



Homework in Oak

Every week:

 Practise Keywords

 Read with your child, little and often is best

Occasional homework:

 Sometimes we will send something extra such 
as writing names or a task such as collecting 
pictures of ….





What we learn
 Daily maths: We count every day repeatedly 

initially 1-10 then 1-20 and beyond. Forwards and 
backwards

 Formal maths sessions but also lots of 
opportunities in play

 Number recognition: need to recognise all 
numbers to 20

 Number formation of numbers

 1 more/less than numbers to 20

 Practical addition and subtraction

 Fractions: half of objects and numbers

 Shape space and measures, time and money.



How can you help?
 Count with your child both up and back.

 Count objects, organise objects to help with 
counting (in a line) and 1-1 correspondence: being 
able to point and count accurately

 Number recognition (numbers on the stairs)

 Number Formation: all start at the top

 Addition & subtraction  incl problem solving

 Shapes all around

 Language of measuring: longer/shorter, 
wide/narrow, longest shortest etc

 Time: days of the week, months of the year,today 
tomorrow etc and o’clock 



And finally…

If you have any questions please 
pop in and see us


